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Candice Lin, "corax's Collections (Happiness)," 2012, etching with watercolor and dried plants.

In partnership with 18th treet Arts Center, an artists' residenc program that
provokes pulic dialogue through contemporar art-making.

Dragon's lood. tar Anise. Yera anta. Mugwort. These are some of the
evocativel named plants that Candice Lin investigates for their social and
iological properties. The Los Angeles-ased artist is currentl in residence in
the Artist La at 18th treet Arts Center, where she is engaged in a materialsased investigation of the histor and science of plants we commonl nd in
our environment. Her residenc and exhiition, "corax's Garden," explores

the intersection etween science and msticism in the evolution of organic
chemistr, considering how otanical treatments were historicall associated
with female social roles of healer, heralist, and witch, as well as how man of
the plant-ased materials we use toda were introduced to the Western world
through gloal exploration and conquest in the Age of mpire. Lin's exhiition
is on view in 18th treet Arts Center's Main Galler through eptemer 18, with
a reception on aturda, August 29, from 6 to 8 p.m.
"corax's Garden" takes its title from the gure of the witch corax, mother of
Calian, in William hakespeare's "The Tempest." Calian, descried 
hakespeare as "a savage and deformed slave," is an archetpe of uropean
attitudes toward the inhaitants of the New World in the earl Age of
xploration. Prospero, former Duke of Milan, aducts the child Calian from his
mother and raises him as a house slave.  teaching him uropean languages,
Prospero learns from Calian the magical secrets that the duke later uses to
invoke the titular storm against the captors who have deposed him from his
throne.  connecting the development of otanical science with gloal
circumnavigation and trans-Atlantic trade, Lin's project addresses the acts of
aduction  which human eings as well as natural and intellectual resources
were removed from non-Western societies under the pretext of "discover" and
used to augment the wealth and power of uropean patriarchs.
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In contrast, Lin descries "the plants' multiple uses in decolonial struggles,
struggles against slaver, and feminist struggles in urope." Considering these
historical complexities, she acknowledges, "It is interesting how plant
knowledge (aout aortifacients for example) seeped from eing used in
resisting and negotiating conditions of slaver to a knowledge that went over
the seas ack to urope, where the knowledge was co-opted (when it was
medicall useful or culinaril delightful) or purposefull erased." he continues,
"That corax is a witch who was learned in the was of hers, anished for
her use of sorceries, is also related to anti-colonial and anti-slaver struggles
such as the Haitian Revolution, which was (at least in folk histor) instigated 
a Vodou ceremon led  the mamo (Vodou priestess) Cecile Fatiman (and
priest Dutt ookman), and fueled in great part through the slaves' use of
hers to poison their master's drinking water and food. This was an extension
of African slaves' common use of poisonous plants for suicide, contraception,
aortion (or the threat of) in desperate attempts to act out the small shreds of
control the still had over their lives and odies." Plants were used in this wa
to negotiate power in conditions of extreme powerlessness. Lin references a
quote from the otanical illustrator Maria illa Merian's ook "Metamorphosis
of the Insects of urinam" (1705). Merian writes, "The Indians, who are not
treated well  their Dutch masters, use the seeds of the peacock ower to
aort their children, so that their children will not ecome slaves like the are.
The lack slaves from Guinea and Angola have demanded to e well treated,
threatening to refuse to have children. The told me this themselves." Merian
was exceptional; most of her predominantl male uropean counterparts did
not acknowledge the African and Indigenous sources of their information, and
even purposefull erased anecdotal suversive uses of plants in the colon in
pulished versions of their work. While Merian's gender ma have made her
more sensitive to non-Western women's use of plants in their struggle against
capitalist exploitation of their odies, she nonetheless used her complicit with
the colonial expedition to gain professional opportunities unavailale to other
women of her da, including uropean women of the working class.
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imilarl, the gure of Jeanne aret, the rst woman to complete
circumnavigation of the gloe, is another source of complexit and inspiration
for Lin. A contemporar of Darwin's, aret was responsile for introducing a
large variet of plants to the uropean continent including the now-uiquitous
ougainvillea. Disguised as a man, aret served as valet and assistant to her
emploer and lover, Philiert Commerçon (aka Commerson), naturalist to the
French explorer Louis Antoine de ougainville from 1766 to 1769. aret stoked
Lin's imagination ecause "he emodied a kind of folk knowledge that
argual was much roader and full-reaching than the newl professionalized
(and masculinized) elds of science. And the fact that she had this asset
ecomes visile in what she was ale to do against all odds: going on, in male
drag, to circumnavigate the world, and [et] still virtuall unknown to us, even in
France, where she came from." On ehalf of King Louis XV, the part toured the
outh Paci c, identifing over 70 previousl undocumented species of plants
and creatures while also estalishing colonial footholds in the Tahitian islands.
For Lin, aret exempli es the intersectional nature of histor in her dual role as
agent of the uropean colonial project and victim of gender and class-ased
marginalization, having never een acknowledged for her contriutions or
expertise. The artist laments that, "The onl plant named after Jeanne aret on

the expedition was later renamed, and there exists onl one plant that was
recentl named to honor her, ut it has no relationship to the actual plants she
used or was responsile for discovering." This ts with Lin's overarching
interest in "the hidden or oscured stories in histor of voices that are not part
of the dominant narrative," particularl the stories of women and people of
color whose knowledge has historicall een discredited, omitted, and coopted  structures of power.

Plants are a realm of knowledge that has een traditionall more availale to
women than other modes of scienti c discourse, through the culinar as well
as the healing arts. As such, their use has aroused the suspicion of patriarchal
and colonial leadership, as evidenced  the 16th centur "Malleus
Male carum" ("The Witch Hammer"), a German clerical treatise on the moral
and spiritual dangers of women's traditional knowledge that was cited in a
numer of susequent witch hunts in urope as well as the United tates. as
Lin, "The relationship of colonial struggles is mirrored also in the struggle of
women in medieval urope (their involvement in heretical social movements,
their role ghting against land enclosure acts and other land rent issues,
agricultural working rights and food riots) and their related persecution as
witches. This was no accident as those persecuted as witches in urope were
often those peasant/working class women who were knowledgeale aout
hers and could help control a communit's rights to aortion or contraception,
or were outspoken women who fought against issues of religious or feudal
power auses." Though widel discredited, the "Malleus Male carum" is
evidence of the threat that traditional plant-ased healing posed to the

emerging, patriarchal scienti c doctrines that emerged from the Protestant
Reformation and Catholic Counter-Reformation alongside the introduction of
capitalist economics and colonial exploration during the Renaissance.

This suject is explored in depth  Italian feminist scholar ilvia Federici in
"Calian and the Witch," a treatise on women's unacknowledged role in the
production of capital through domestic and reproductive laor. Lin explains
how, she "started thinking aout corax when I read ilvia Federici's ook
"Calian and the Witch" in 2010 and was struck  her analsis of Marxism from
the perspective of feminist politics. I was interested in imagining a narrative
aout corax that gave voice to these feminist struggles, and rewrote a fuller
imagined stor from the rief description she gets in hakespeare's "The
Tempest" as an Algerian witch and the mother of Calian." corax's Algerian
lineage is also of interest in the context of the writings of Frantz Fanon, whose
"Wretched of the arth," set amidst the Algerian war of independence from the
French in the earl 1960s, was a cataltic text for contemporar post-colonial
theor due to its controversial argument in favor of a colonized people's right
to use violence as a means of throwing o oppression. This specter of anticolonial violence is present, if sulimated, in "The Tempest."
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The resolution of "The Tempest" speaks to how the female od functions as a
commodit within capitalism. Unale to free himself from his enslaved
condition, Calian instead focuses his aggression on Miranda, the daughter of
Prospero, menacing the teenager with the threat of sexual violation. Upon
meeting two servants from the part stranded  the storm, Calian o ers
them rule of the island in exchange for Prospero's death, and tosses Miranda in
as a spoil of conquest. "A, lord; she will ecome th ed, I warrant, and ring
thee forth rave rood." The odies of corax and Miranda function as
metaphors for the rights of men to land and propert within the text. as Lin,
"corax is cited in her role as a mother as a wa to speak to land rights.
Calian references her in 'The Tempest' often to claim that she was here rst,
and so the island elongs to him. I think it's interesting how the role of
motherhood, reproduction, land rights, freedom, and decolonization are all
related in this visual trope where the female od comes to stand for the
nation or the notion of freedom." Meanwhile, hakespeare's contrast of
Miranda's purit with Calian's savager illustrates the rhetoric of conquest, in
which sujugation and enslavement of non-uropeans is justi ed  the
supposed threat the pose to the virtue of uropean women of the upper
class. We see this opposition at work toda in the over-zealous policing of
lack odies in American cities, where the mere presence of a person marked
as "Other" in an a uent communit can result in a violent response from law

enforcement, often justi ed  allusions to rape and other acts of gendered
violence.

Candice Lin, "irth of a Nation," 2008, watercolor and ink on paper, 42 ¼ x 55 1/8 x 2 in.,

Lin uses a variet of media including drawing, printmaking, installation, and
video to tease out relationships etween contemporar prejudices and the
historical and literar sources from which she draws. These ojects, as well as
a series of workshops where participants can learn to make incense and
tinctures from plant materials, function as launching points for pulic
conversations aout the evolution of sexual and racial oppressions from the
earl modern era until the present. Another aspect of Lin's residenc will e
realized in collaoration with London and Los Angeles-ased artist Patrick
ta , whose work also addresses gender and sexualit as provisional,
transitional, and changeale. Lin and ta met in 2010, and their collaoration
was inspired  the notion of "queer-hacking" where "certain [concepts]
(medicines, plants, ooks, places like parks or liraries) could have one
meaning or seeming neutralit to one person, ut then could have a queer
ontolog where [each] operated or was used in an alternate wa for di erent
desires." With ta , Lin will spend the second half of the residenc creating
performances and lms around the hormonal properties of plants such as pine
pollen: a plant-ased sustance that contains high levels of a phto-hormone

ver similar to human testosterone. The appearance of such a sustance in
plants, which are equipped with oth male and female sexual characteristics,
contrasts with the gendered perspective of humans who are assumed to come
in two distinct sexual varieties. Lin points out that "Our odies, like plants, have
oth [tpes of sex hormones], ut we aren't accustomed to think outside of this
inar setup." Plant sexualit represents a more uid and changeale construct
of gender, which oth artists seek to explore.

Candice Lin, "Failed Matriarch," 2008, ink on paper, 30 1/4 x 44 x 1 in.

Lin's research-ased, interdisciplinar practice is ideall suited to the Artist La
Residenc, connecting her with a long succession of artists whose interests in
feminism, gender and queer theor, performance, time-ased art forms, and
cross-disciplinar research have informed the ethos of 18th treet Arts Center
over the past two and a half decades. Trained in New Genres at the an
Francisco Art Institute and in Visual Arts and Art emiotics at rown Universit,
Lin's work is deepl intellectual and critical, ut she also nds was to make it
fun and accessile. During incense-making workshops in Jul and August,
participants could investigate di erent smells, and hand-uild incense cones
and sticks to urn at home. Through this hands-on process, visitors to the
exhiition were ale to learn aout the larger historical themes at pla in a wa
that was educational ut not dictatorial. Following the residenc, some of the
ojects that she is creating will go on to another life at François Gheal in Los
Angeles, where Lin's fourth solo exhiition with the galler opens on

eptemer 12. What visitors nd there will inevital e provocative and
strange, and inspire fascination.
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